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SUMMARY

Seismic swarms may have periods of intense activity with a high number of earthquakes per

hour, with overlapping events and/or low signal-to-noise ratio seismic records. During these

intervals, the manual characterization of the activity can become very complex to perform by

seismic or volcanic observatories, resulting in inhomogeneous seismic catalogs. In order to

tackle this problem, we have developed a set of automatic algorithms capable of detecting

earthquakes, picking their P and S arrivals and locating the events with absolute and relative

methodologies. Detections are performed over the filtered seismic energy while phase picking

is based in the correlation of new events with a set of previous well-characterized templates.

Absolute locations are computed using traditional algorithms as Hypoellipse and for relative

locations we introduce a novel technique Master-Cluster, which is a hybrid between the double

differences and the master event.

The algorithms have been tested on real data of two series corresponding to two different tec-

tonic regimes: the volcanic pre-eruptive swarm of El Hierro, Spain (2011) and the tectonic

seismic series of Torreperogil, Spain (2012-2013). Both data sets are considerably different in

terms of epicentral distances and distribution of the network varying from stations very close to

the activity at El Hierro (5-20 km) to regional distances in the case of Torreperogil (10-180km).
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The templates were taken as a partial dataset of 3 600 (El Hierro) and 800 (Torreperogil) re-

located earthquakes from the manual regional catalog. Based on these datasets, the algorithm

was able to improve the number of events by a factor of 6 in El Hierro and 10 in Torreperogil,

producing a seismic catalog between 3 and 4.5 times larger than the manually obtained one.

An additional test was performed with the smaller earthquakes (local magnitude<1.5) which

were not included in the set of templates, resulting not only in a good factor of success –larger

than 65% of events were retrieved in both series– but also an enhancement in their automatic

locations was observed with a more clustered seismicity than the previous catalog.

Key words: Time-series analysis, Computational Seismology, Statistical Seismology

1 INTRODUCTION1

In the last two decades, there has been a significant leap in the seismic monitoring networks2

throughout the world (Mignan & Chouliaras 2014; Dondin et al. 2019). Lower cost and opti-3

mization of real time data transmission systems and instrumentation (Jourdan & de Weck 2004;4

Werner-Allen et al. 2008; Lopes Pereira et al. 2014) has allowed the densification of the seismic5

monitoring networks, and the volume of data generated has increased exponentially. This has led to6

a substantial improvement in real-time seismic monitoring, seismic hazards mapping and knowl-7

edge of the local and regional dynamics of seismically active zones (Benz 2017; Bianchi et al.8

2018; Bent et al. 2018). As a consequence, the capability to characterize and analyze the low mag-9

nitude seismicity has improved and established as a new focus of study (Cesca & Grigoli 2015;10

Grigoli et al. 2017). During seismic swarms, there are considerably more low magnitude earth-11

quakes than high magnitude earthquakes (Gutenberg & Richter 1944). Therefore, real-time man-12

ual analysis of seismic swarms can become an impossible task with dramatic consequences: First,13

low completeness seismic catalogs may lead to a misinterpretation of the ongoing phenomenon.14

Second, late warning to the population of the hazard associated to seismic swarms such as high15

magnitude earthquakes or volcanic eruptions that could be forecasted by precursory seismic activ-16

ity.17

A large amount of techniques for earthquake detection and phase picking have been developed18
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over the years. The first approximation for automatic detection was introduced by Allen (1982),19

comparing variations in ratios between long-term and short-term energy windows, known as the20

classical STA/LTA. Subsequently, several methodologies were proposed, such as the application a21

STA/LTA to signal envelopes (Baer & Kradolfer 1987), or more complex studies of signal Gaus-22

sianity variations as a function of high order statistical parameters such as kurtosis and skewness23

(Saragiotis et al. 2002; Küperkoch et al. 2010). In recent years, several techniques have been devel-24

oped based on the use of reference templates for earthquake characterization and, in particular, mi-25

croseismicity. Usually, the templates selected are waveforms manually analyzed by a seismologist26

that faithfully represent a group or the totality of the seismicity. These methods can be separated27

into two main groups: cross-correlation techniques (Chamberlain et al. 2017; Vuan et al. 2018;28

Chamberlain et al. 2020; Beaucé et al. 2017; Senobari et al. 2019) and neural network techniques29

(Zhu & Beroza 2018; Perol et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2020). These methodologies are based on phase30

picking, however, there are several alternative techniques that perform the analysis of seismic sig-31

nals based on the ’brightness” function of signals from a network of seismic stations (Kao & Shan32

2004, 2007; Journeau et al. 2020). Most methodologies provide a solution for the simultaneous33

detection, characterization and localization of seismicity but with a large computational cost and,34

generally, without a phase characterization.35

In this paper, we introduce a new automatic seismic swarm analysis system tested on two dif-36

ferent seismic series. The objective of this system is to simplify and enhance the analysis carried37

out in seismic and volcanic observatories by performing the detection, phasing and earthquake38

localization. The detection is performed using the classical STA/LTA algorithm applied over the39

spectrograms of the seismic signals of our network. Afterwards, a matched-filtering algorithm per-40

forms the phase picking, using earthquakes manually analyzed as templates. Once the phases are41

obtained, direct inversion is performed and the location is obtained using Hypoellipse (Lahr 1999).42

At the same time, using the methodologies of double differences, the algorithm improves the lo-43

calization relocating the new detected earthquakes employing the template locations as multiple44

master events. The pipeline has been designed to allow full parallelization in order to optimize the45

computational time consumption.46
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The algorithm has been tested on two different data sets: Pre-eruptive unrest phase of El Hierro47

eruption (2011) and Torreperogil seismic swarm (2012-2013). These series represent two good48

examples for testing the algorithm developed thanks to the different network distances regime:49

local for the pre-eruptive phase of El Hierro and regional for the Torreperogil crisis. The algorithm50

has been developed in Python Language using Numpy, Obspy, Scipy and Multiprocessing (Harris51

et al. 2020; Beyreuther et al. 2010; Virtanen et al. 2020; McKerns et al. 2012).52

2 METHODOLOGY53

Our main goal is to optimize the automatic information obtained from the analysis during dense54

seismic swarms such as number of earthquakes and their hypocentral location in order to decrease55

the manual workload of the observatories. The algorithm is structured in three main modules:56

Detection, Phase Picking and Localization. Each module can be used independent from each other.57

2.1 Earthquake Detection58

Earthquakes recorded at epicentral distances closer than 200-300 km are usually characterized by59

a narrow-line energy distribution in frequencies between 0 and 25 Hz, which can be taken as an60

advantage to identify them with low uncertainty. Therefore, a STA/LTA is applied over seismic61

energy trace.62

Raw data is filtered with a butter-worth bandpass filter to suppress ambient noises, natural63

features as high frequency antropic activity or low frequency natural signals: tidal waves, tectonic64

tides, etc. Then the energy of the signal x[i] in the time window w is obtained as:65

Energy =
N−w∑
j=0

[ 1

w

j+w∑
i=j

x[i]
]2

(1)66

The algorithm associates individual detections in different stations when they coincide in time.67

We assume that the hypocentral centroid of the catalog earthquakes has a similar location to the68

new detections. Therefore, the timelags between seismic stations are obtained from the previous69

catalog. When a match occurs at a minimum number of stations, the detection is classified as a70

potential earthquake.71
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The STA/LTA algorithm is very popular in the literature due to its simplicity and Robustness.72

However, determine the optimum window length of the STA and LTA and the threshold-detection,73

could be overwhelming. Those parameters depend on diverse features as the noise levels, the sen-74

sibility of our seismometers or the filter used in data processing. Therefore, an optimum calibration75

is obtained using a few hours of manually picked data as reference.76

All the permutations are evaluated for a range of window lengths and thresholds, choosing the77

best solution as the one that obtains the best perform for two binary classifiers (Murphy 2012), R78

and F1, in a certain data set. The traces selected to calibrate the detectors have to fairly reproduce79

the main characteristics of the seismic activity to analyze. Defining tp as true positives, fn as80

false negatives, fp as false positives and Nd manually detected earthquakes, the two parameters to81

optimize are:82

R =
tp − fn
Nd

(2)83

And the second one, the F1-Score:84

F1 =
tp

tp + 1
2
(fp + fn)

(3)85

Both parameters weight the true positives above all the detections. While R penalizes the false86

negatives above all the detections, as an absolute ratio, F1 measures the relation between the true87

positives and the false performance of the detection, as a relative ratio. Once the detector has been88

calibrated, the final parameters are tested in a new manually detected trace, in order to check the89

final set of parameter combinations.90

2.2 P and S Phase Picking91

During seismic swarms, earthquakes are usually clustered in small regions having similar focal92

mechanisms. Ray tracing and radiation pattern may be almost identical for several events, their93

waveforms may be highly correlated and earthquakes can be classified in a small number of fam-94

ilies (Okada et al. 1981). Cross correlation and template matching techniques, have been suc-95

cessfully applied previously to tectonic and volcanotectonic seismicity (e.g., Okada et al. 1981;96

Umakoshi et al. 2008; Carmona et al. 2010; Domı́nguez Cerdeña et al. 2011; Chamberlain et al.97
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2020). Therefore the phase-picking is carried out by seismic waveform cross correlation in differ-98

ent stages.99

TEMPLATE CLASSIFICATION100

Our algorithm works using previous analyzed earthquakes, preferably well-characterized as a tem-101

plate set of data (i.e., catalog earthquake with magnitude above certain value or a minimum number102

of phases / stations).103

A first step is to classify the template earthquakes into different families by waveform cross-104

correlation. This classification have been used successfully for the seismicity of many volcanoes105

(Okada et al. 1981; Lahr et al. 1994; Stephens & Chouet 2001). Events from a single family should106

produce very similar focal mechanism and be grouped within a small volume.107

To classify each cluster, we calculate the normalized full wave cross correlation between all108

templates at each station. A correlation matrix cci,j is obtained, where i and j are the template109

indices. The correlation matrix in time space can be defined as signals convolution:110

cci,j(τ) =

N∑
t=0

xi(t) ~ xj(t+ τ)√√√√ N∑
t=0

x2i (t) ·
N∑
t=0

x2j(t+ τ)

(4)111

where xi(t) and xj(t+ τ) are demeaned. The cross correlation matrix is obtained for each sta-112

tion used. Those matrices are added and normalized to one matrix which stores the information of113

the addition of each cross-correlation per event. Setting a threshold level for the normalized cross114

correlation coefficient (NCCC), templates are associated in families applying hierarchic analysis115

(e.g., Domı́nguez Cerdeña et al. 2011).116

The phase picking is performed by cross correlation between the detected and the templates.117

For each earthquake detection, the algorithm segments and filters the data between two frequen-118

cies, fmin and fmax. The phase picking is developed in two steps, which will determine the quality119

of the picking.120
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Robust Phases121

Robust Phases are obtained by cross correlation of the full waveform which includes P, S and122

surface wave data. We correlate each i−event detected with all the templates, in each k−station.123

Those pairs detection-template with NCCC that exceeds a threshold, are employed to calculate the124

arrival time, for P and S wave, as a weighted average. The cross-correlation coefficients used as125

weights are renormalized as Got et al. (1994):126

ccri,j =

√√√√ cci,j
1−cc2i,j
cc2max

1−cc2max

, (5)127

where ci,j are the NCCC obtained by Eq. (4) between j−template and the i−event, cmax the128

larger ci,j and ccri,j the renormalized cross correlation coefficient (RNCCC). Then, P and S Robust129

Phases are determined for the i−event detected in the k−station.130

Time lags and NCCCs between this earthquake and each of the templates are also stored. In131

consequence, after this step, we can classify each detected event and assign it to the family (or the132

group of families) with highest correlation.133

Fine Phases134

Calculation of Fine Phases is the second step in the phase picking process. The algorithm segments135

the P and S waveform of the templates to correlate them, separately. Subsequently, the P and S136

Robust Phases can be refined by correlate them with the P and S templates.137

The S phases are correlated in horizontal components and the P phase in the vertical ones. The138

detection window length to correlate the templates is predefined, as well as the threshold to take139

them to account to refine the picks. Following the same procedure, the NCCCs are renormalized140

to the maximum NCCC obtained using Eq. (5) for each phase. If the templates correlates above141

the threshold, Fine Phases are obtained as a weighted-average.142
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Schedule143

The algorithm computes the phase picking through all the data available using initial parameters set144

by the user. It considers a successfully picked earthquake when phases are obtained in a minimum145

number of stations.146

We have set this minimum to 3, therefore, when that condition is met, the detected earthquake147

is ready to be located and the phase picking process will be set as finished. Phase picking module148

is schedule to start working in a main branch and, if the conditions are not fulfilled, it continues149

working in an alternative branch with lower thresholds.150

Main branch tries to pick P and S phases by full wave cross correlation as has been described151

before. Regional earthquakes (at larger distances than 80 km) may increase the difference between152

P and S arrivals and decrease the NCCC. Therefore, for regional stations (distances higher than153

80 km from the epicenter), the Robust Phases are obtained as Fine Phases procedure but with154

slightly variations. To determine the P and S arrival time to segment the waveform, we calculate155

the theoretical arrival time, tmi,k:156

tmteo,k = tmdet,k′ + tmk − tmk′ , (6)157

where tmdet,k′ is the detection time in the nearest station k′ to the seismicity for the m-wave (P158

or S wave) and, tmi,k − tmi,k′ is the theoretical arrival difference between the nearest station k′, and159

the regional station k. Then, the P and S waveforms are cross correlated with all the templates as160

Fine Phases process. Finally, if Robust Phases are obtained, the algorithm tries to estimate Fine161

Phases.162

2.3 Localization and Master-Cluster Method163

The hypocentral location is computed using Hypoellipse (Lahr 1999). A weight is assigned to the164

phases depending on which procedure have been applied to obtain them: we have used for Fine165

Phases the highest value (0), and second highest (1) for Robust Phases.166

Classical techniques like this are the first approach to the location solution, however, they167

may have multiple sources of error when dealing with low magnitude events and can lead to168
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large error ellipses. Results may show a strong dependence on the velocity models, the number169

of phases and the network azimutal coverage, giving large error ellipses. An example where these170

methodologies could have mislead to a low quality hypocentral location, could be a volcanic island171

where the aperture of the seismic network is smaller than the earthquakes depth and the unknown172

velocity model is far from the commonly used plane parallel model. For this reason, we propose173

to complete the analysis using a relative relocation of the data in our methodology.174

Relative location techniques allow to obtain hypocentral locations with higher precision than175

the traditional methods. We have developed the new Master-Cluster method, which is midpoint be-176

tween two well-known relocation methods, the double-difference (Waldhauser & Ellsworth 2000)177

and master event (Ito 1985). The locations of our templates are known (obtained by classical or178

relative methods). Those locations can be considered as multiple master events if they correlate179

with our problem earthquakes. In other words, the double-difference technique can be applied to180

locate or relocate each problem earthquake but giving a fix location for the templates used. Then,181

the time residuals to minimize drijk between the i−event and the j−template for a k−station can182

be expressed as:183

drijk = (tik − t
j
k)teo − (tik − t

j
k)cal =

∂tik
∂x

∆xi (7)184

where (tik − t
j
k)teo corresponds to the theoretical time differences between the templates noted185

as j, and the i problem earthquake for an observed phase in a k station. The term (tik − t
j
k)cal are186

the cross correlation time lag between the templates and the earthquake to relocate for an observed187

phase at the k station. The model is introduced in the equation as a partial derivative, ∂tik/∂x, which188

contains all the information of angles and velocity layers. Finally, the ∆xi are the temporal and189

spatial corrections to apply to the original location of our earthquake and the RNCCC are used as190

weights in our system of equations191

Error estimation192

Since the relocation process is not a linear method, the error estimation has to be obtained apply-193

ing other techniques. We chose the bootstrap analysis (Efron 1982) which has been successfully194

applied in other studies (e.g., Domı́nguez Cerdeña et al. 2014; Trugman & Shearer 2017). The ap-195
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plication of the bootstrap method consists in a statistical resampling of the relocation method, done196

N times, and adding or subtracting randomly the residuals obtained for Eq. 7 to cross correlation197

timelag (tik − t
j
k)cal. For each earthquake, an N -size distribution is obtained. As the distribution198

could have a strong bias or not be correctly described by a normal distribution, other authors (Leys199

et al. 2013) introduce the median absolute deviation as an error estimator.200

err(x) = Median(|xi −Median(x)|), (8)201

where x, corresponds to any of the hypocentral coordinates. The robustness of this nonparametric202

estimator, avoids the standard deviation problems as biases or skewness (Mammen 1992; Maronna203

2011; Hesterberg et al. 2005, e.g.).204

Workflow205

In order to solve the Eq. (7) by an iterative approach an initial location is needed. The inverse of206

∂tik/∂x can be calculated using singular value decomposition and the equations system is weighted207

with the cross correlation renormalized coefficient (Eq. (5)).208

As an initial solution, we could use the Hypoellipse results for each earthquake, however, due209

to the low quality of some phases, the hypocenter results are sometimes too far from the templates210

location. In order to solve this fact, our algorithm can consider whether the centroid of the best211

correlated templates as an initial solution, weighted with the cross correlation using a normalized212

coefficient, or just the location of the template with the maximum NCCC.213

Furthermore, different quality controls has to be applied during the iterative process. First, a214

residual control is applied. After the first iteration, all the residuals of all the equations introduced215

to our system are evaluated. If these time residuals are higher than a time threshold, this equations216

are subtracted from the system. If the remaining number of equations are under 5, the subtraction is217

cancelled and the iteration continues. Second, if the spatial corrections are above certain distance218

threshold, the iteration stops and tries to find the corrections using an alternative initial location.219

Finally, if the minimization raises an r-squared value higher than 0.999, the iteration is finished220

and the new location is stored. Otherwise, if the system does not converge or after a certain number221

of iterations, the workflow finishes.222
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2.4 Parallelization and Data Storage223

Within our methodology we have sectioned each part as independent modules. We consider the224

possibility that in the future different more sophisticated algorithms may be incorporated for de-225

tection, phase picking or localization, therefore, we have proposed the code so that each module226

can be used separately.227

We took advantage of the modular structure proposed to code and parallelize the analysis of228

seismic swarms in the simplest and most optimal way. For this purpose, we have separated the229

parallelization into two blocks: On the one hand, detection and on the other hand, phase picking230

and localization.231

Detection is performed between two timestamps in all the selected stations. Therefore, the232

parallelization could be performed between multiple pairs of timestamps (in our case, hours) at233

the same time. Moreover, once the detections are obtained, phase picking and localization are234

performed. Since our methodology analyzes each event independently, we can classify the paral-235

lelization of the process as ”embarrassing parallel” where in each CPU thread the analysis, phase236

picking localization and relocalization, are performed.237

For each event, an individual JSON file is generated including the obtained phases (Robust238

and/or Fine), the time differentials of the cross-correlation and the cross-correlation coefficient. In239

addition, a text file is generated where the hypocentral parameters and the origin time obtained by240

Hypoellipse and by the Master-Cluster method are stored with the corresponding errors.241

3 DATA242

Two data sets have been used to test the methodology described. These data sets correspond to a243

couple of dense seismic swarms monitored by Instituto Geografico Nacional, Spain (1999), (IGN).244

In both cases there is a lack of low magnitude events in the catalog. Its known that the manual245

analysis of these series left behind a large number of earthquakes and the automatic processes246

which dealt with the data on real time had been overload. That were not analysed for various247

reasons, such as the difficulty of identifying phases and the impossibility to manually analyze all248

data during dense periods of the seismic series.249
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Table 1. Ground velocity model used for El Hierro and Torreperogil seismic series.

El Hierro Torreperogil

Depth

[km]
Vp [km/s] Vp/Vs

Depth

[km]
Vp [km/s] Vp/Vs

0 4.2 1.78 0 6.1 1.75

4 6.3 1.78 11 6.4 1.75

12 7 1.78 24 6.9 1.75

18 8 1.78 31 8 1.75

The first data set includes the seismic series that preceded the submarine eruption of Tagoro250

Volcano in the South of El Hierro (Figure 1a), Canary Islands, Spain. The series started on 19th of251

July 2011 in the center of the island and migrated southern towards the sea where the eruptive vent252

opened on the 10th of October 2011 (López et al. 2012; Domı́nguez Cerdeña et al. 2014; Sainz-253

Maza Aparicio et al. 2014; Meletlidis et al. 2015). This spatial evolution of the seismicity (Fig. 1c)254

is of great interest to test the designed algorithm. For the analysis, we have used all the seismic255

stations of the IGN network on the island (Fig. 1d). An extensive description of the evolution and256

succesive deployment of the seismic network (Fig. 1b) can be found in the literature (López et al.257

2012; Domı́nguez Cerdeña et al. 2014).258

On the other hand, we have chosen another series occurred in the South of the Iberian Peninsula259

with a purely tectonic origin, the Torreperogil seismic swarm (Fig. 2a). The activity started on 10th
260

of October 2012 and lasted for 6 months till the 25th of April 2013 (Fig. 2c). We have used data261

from stations of the IGN network in the analysis (Fig. 2a and d). As in the previous data set, the262

seismic network where not very dense at the beginning of the series (Fig. 1b), however, four more263

stations were deployed by late November when seismicity started to increase. A detailed analysis264

of the characteristics of this series can be found in Cantavella et al. (2013).265

As long as the IGN catalog locations have been obtained with a different algorithm (Locsat),266

we have considered its manually picked arrivals and relocated the events using Hypoellipse in267

order to make them comparable with the solutions of our methodology for both datasets, El Hierro268

(Fig. 1c) and Torreperogil (Fig. 2c). To ensure homogeneity and to be able to compare the results of269
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Figure 1. Pre-eruptive seismicity of El Hierro eruption (2011). (a) Location of El Hierro highlighted in the

Canary Island Archipelago. (b) Evolution of the seismic network indicating the periods of working time for

each station. (c) Seismicity of the IGN catalog located by Hypoellipse. Panels show horizontal distribution

and vertical projections in latitude and longitude. (d) Seismic templates (m≥1.5) relocated by HypoDD and

local seismic network distribution. The color distribution indicates the time evolution, from 19th of July

(yellow) to 10th of October (dark purple).

the program between both data sets, we have used the same criteria to select the templates. Previous270

studies have evaluated the completeness magnitude of the IGN catalog for both swarms, obtaining271

a value of 1.2 mbLg (González 2017) for the pre-eruptive phase of El Hierro and 1.5 mbLg (Yazdi272

et al. 2017) for Torreperogil. Accordingly to this values, we have selected as templates those273

earthquakes from both catalogs that have a magnitude equal to or greater than 1.5 mbLg. In the El274

Hierro catalog, there are a total of 3 601 out of 10 000 earthquakes that satisfy this criterion. For275

Torreperogil, of the 2 500 earthquakes in the seismic catalog, a total of 796 earthquakes fulfill this276
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Figure 2. Torreperogil seismic swarm 2012-2013. (a) Torreperogil location on the south of the Iberian

Peninsula and the seismic network. The black square highlight the Torreperogil area used from now in fu-

ture maps. (b) Evolution of the seismic network indicating the periods of working time for each station.

(c) Seismicity of the IGN catalog located by Hypoellipse. Panels show horizontal distribution and vertical

projections in latitude and longitude. (d) Seismic templates (m≥1.5) relocated by HypoDD and local seis-

mic network distribution. The color distribution indicates the time evolution, from 1st of October of 2012

(yellow) to 1st of May of 2013 (dark purple).

criterion. Both template set have been relocalized using HypoDD (Fig. 1d, Fig. 2d) and considering277

the velocity models (Table 1) .278

Though both seismic swarms have been widely studied due to their geological and geody-279

namical interest (Meletlidis et al. 2015; Sainz-Maza Aparicio et al. 2014; Sánchez-Gómez et al.280

2014; Peláez et al. 2013; Pedrera et al. 2013), a further analysis on the continuous waveform in281

order to detect and locate microseismicity and enhance the seismic catalog has not been done yet.282
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Therefore, the application of our methodology to the swarms will be useful both for testing the283

algorithms and also for improving the existing seismic catalogs.284

4 APPLICATION SETTINGS AND RESULTS285

Although the algorithms has been developed for automatic operation, certain parameters need to be286

adjusted and calibrated in order to obtain optimal results. In this section we present the parameters287

used for the analysis of the two test data sets and the results obtained.288

4.1 El Hierro289

The detector has been calibrated using thoroughly manually revised hours. These intervals corre-290

spond to three different states of the activity: an hour without earthquakes, a noisy hour with some291

earthquakes and an hour with more than a hundred earthquakes. The best performance have been292

obtained for a 3 s of STA window, 11 s for LTA window, a trigger ratio of 2.7 and a bandpass293

butter-worth filter between 6 and 16 Hz. Values obtained forR and F1, Eq. 2 and 3, are aR = 0.77294

and F1 = 0.88 respectively. This detection parameters were selected after testing the detector to295

a set manually revised hours of the swarm and obtaining an R = 0.79 and F1 = 0.89, which296

corroborate the calibration reliability.297

The resulting number of detections as potential earthquakes was 40 330. Figure 3a, shows the298

evolution of number of earthquakes per day detected by our method (pink bars) and the 10 010299

earthquakes registered in the IGN catalog (gray line). Both records show similar trends at the300

beginning of the crisis but an outstanding difference between them in late July and during the days301

before the eruption onset (October 10th).302

Each detection has been analyzed by applying the phase picking method described in Sec. 2.2.303

The seismic stations used for this swarm are located at similar distances from the hypocenters in a304

regional configuration, therefore, differences between P-wave and S-wave arrivals are similar for305

each station, approximately 2 seconds. Assuming this, we have segmented the templates of all the306

stations using the same time length: 2 seconds before the P-wave arrival and 5 seconds after. If the307
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Figure 3. Evolution of the number of the events comparing the results automatically obtained (bars) with

manual analysis (lines) for El Hierro (a) and Torreperogil (b). The pink bars represents the total number of

detected events by our algorithm. Red bars represents the number of confirmed earthquakes detected. Gray

line is the number of earthquakes in the IGN catalog and the blue line is the number of templates selected

for our study

P-wave was not picked in the template, segmentation is done 5 seconds before the S-wave and 2308

seconds after.309

Furthermore, detections have been segmented in a 20 seconds windows, at each station: 5310

seconds before detection and 15 seconds after. We have selected this time length to prevent possible311

errors in the detection time. These lack of accuracy can result due to the energy calculation is312

averaged over 1 second windows overlapping 0.5 seconds, so that the temporal precision decreases.313

Templates have been cross correlated over the detection windows. Those with a NCCC≥0.7314

have been used to obtain the P and S Robust Phases. Then, we proceeded with the Fine Phases cal-315

culation, for those stations where we had successfully obtained Robust Phases. The time windows316

selected to determine the Fine Phase picking are: For templates, the P waves were segmented 1317

second before and after the arrival and the S-wave, were segmented 1.5 seconds before and 1 sec-318

ond after. Moreover, the traces with Robust Phases were segmented as it follows: 1 second before319

the P Robust Phase and 1.5 seconds after and 1 second before the S Robust Phase and 2.5 seconds320

after. These phases are cross correlated with the templates and those that obtain a NCCC≥0.8 are321

used to calculate the Fine Phases.322

After the phase picking step, we have confirmed as real earthquakes 35 040 detections which323

had, at least, a single successful correlation in one station (Figure 3a, red bars). The number of324
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Figure 4. New seismic catalog for El Hierro: (a) Hypoellipse solutions. Panels show horizontal distribu-

tion and vertical projections in latitude and longitude. (b) Master-Cluster solutions. The color distribution

indicates the time evolution, from 19th of July (yellow) to 10th of October (dark purple)

earthquakes confirmed in three or more stations is 29 836, which corresponds to the 85% of the325

confirmed events. Comparing the number of phases obtained by phase picking and the manually326

picked phases in the IGN catalog, our algorithm obtains 174 440 P phases and 174 780 S phases327

versus the 22 423 P phases and 22 919 S phases of the IGN catalog, which means an increase in328

a factor of 7.6 in the number of seismic phases. Moreover, phase classification has been settled329

in terms of the phase quality (Sec. 2.2), separating the best quality phases (Fine Phases) from the330

rest of the others (Robust Phases). When applying the cross-correlation method, the 30% of the P331

arrivals and the 80% of the S arrivals were classified as Fine Phases.332

Earthquakes with phases in three or more stations have been located with Hypoellipse (Fig.333

4a). The resulting hypocentral locations obtained with our algorithm follow the same spatial dis-334

tribution as in the IGN catalog (Fig. 1c). The increase with respect to the number of templates used335

was a factor 8.2, while this factor is 2.9 with respect to the complete IGN catalog (Table 2).336

Table 2 summarizes the results obtained for this seismic swarm. The 82% of the templates337

used for the phase picking have been correctly retrieved and located using the phases obtained338

automatically. Moreover, the 66% of the earthquakes from the IGN catalog which were non-used339
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as templates (magnitude mbLg<1.5) have also been extracted from the continuous waveform and340

has been located.341

In the other hand, the events have been located by means of the Master-Cluster method, as342

defined in Eq. 7, combined with the bootstrap method. The number of earthquakes located by343

Master-Cluster method ascends to 21 086, which is an increment in a factor 2.1 larger than the344

IGN catalog and a factor 5.9 larger than the number of earthquakes used as templates. Master-345

Cluster solutions (Fig. 4b) define a more constrained and better defined structure than the previous346

IGN catalog (Figure 1c). As it was expected, this results are more similar to those obtained by347

HypoDD (Figure 1d).348

In order to have a good approximation of the error intervals associated to our solutions, the349

bootstrap method has been applied. Using the time residuals from Eq. 7 we have resampled 100350

times the solution. Subsequently, each coordinate is taken as the median value of the resampling351

and the error is estimated as the robust median of the resampling set. The latitude, longitude and352

depth median for Master-Cluster are 121, 60, 93 meters, which are much lower in respect to353

Hypoellipse errors 420, 1080, 860 meters.354

4.2 Torreperogil355

For the seismic swarm of Torreperogil, the analysis has followed the same schedule as in the pre-356

vious dataset. The detector have been calibrated using three hours of data: the first two hours to357

obtain the optimal parameter combinations and a third one to test the resulting parameter combi-358

nation. The reference hours showed value of R = 0.62 and F1 = 0.77 and the test hour showed a359

R = 0.69 and F1 = 0.81. The best parameter combination for our detector in this seismic swarm360

uses a 6-13 Hz bandpass filter, 5 and 16 s for STA and LTA time window respectively and a 2.6361

threshold to trigger the detector, and leads to a result of 12 006 potential events (pink bar in Fig.362

3b). During the same period, 20th October 2012 and 1st May 2013, the IGN catalog includes 2 100363

earthquakes registered in the same area (grey line in Fig. 3b).364

The seismic network used in Torreperogil crisis covers from local distances (4-50 km) to re-365

gional distances (80-140 km), (Fig. 2a, 2d). Therefore, we have adapted the template time lengths366
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Figure 5. New seismic catalog for Torreperogil: (a) Hypoellipse solutions. Panels show horizontal distri-

bution and vertical projections in latitude and longitude. (b) Master-Cluster solutions. Color distribution

indicate the time evolution, from 1st of October of 2012 (yellow) to 1st of May of 2013 (dark purple).

to each station. These lengths were segmented from 3 seconds before P wave arrival to ts− tp + 3367

seconds after the P wave arrival. If there is no P wave picked, templates were segmented from368

ts − tp − 3 seconds before the S arrival and 5 seconds after.369

For local stations (4-50 km), the Robust Phase picking is calculated by a full wave cross cor-370

relation around the detection time, 5 seconds before the detection and 15 seconds afterwards.371

Subsequently, the Fine Phase picking was developed as it was introduced in Sec. 2.2: P wave tem-372

plates were segmented from 1 second before to 1 second after the time arrival and the S wave from373

1 second before to 2 seconds after the S-wave arrival. The detected events were cropped 1 second374

before the P Robust Phase and 1.5 seconds after, and S Robust Phase from 1 second before to 2.5375

seconds after.376

For regional stations (80-140 km), we have extracted from the templates the P and S waves377

and correlated them around the theoretical arrivals. At each station, the time window lengths to378

correlate the templates with the detections depend on the time difference between the P and S379

wave arrival. This dependence with tS − tP has been introduced to take into account the possible380

error made in theoretical phase arrival determination. For the P-wave this window had a length of381
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1/3 (tS − tP ) and for the S-wave 3/5 (tS − tP ). If Robust Phases were obtained, the Fine Phases382

are calculated following the same methodology as for the local stations.383

The phase picking resulted a total of 11 885 confirmed events (red bar in Fig. 3b). From them,384

11 827 include detections in three or more stations and 10 899 in at least 4 stations, being, respec-385

tively the 99% and 90% of the all detected earthquakes. Comparing the number of P and S waves386

obtained versus the template phases there has been an increment in a factor 10: From 76 868 and387

82 807 P and S waves with cross correlation, to 7 792 P and 7 406 S template waveforms. Using a388

threshold of 0.7 for the cross correlation in Robust Phases and 0.8 for Fine Phases, we found that389

52.1% of the P waves and 69.6% of the S waves were classified as Fine Phases.390

The IGN catalog has 796 locatable earthquakes with a magnitude (mbLg) higher or equal to391

1.5, which have been used as templates, and 1 324 locatable earthquakes with lower magnitude.392

Our method have picked automatically the 92% of the templates and the 87% of the low magnitude393

earthquakes. Altogether, 10 008 earthquakes have been successfully located applying Hypoellipse394

(Figure 5a) algorithm to the cross correlated phases, which means 4.7 more earthquakes than395

IGN catalog currently have (Figure 2c). Median errors associated to hypoellipse solutions are for396

latitude, longitude and depth 360, 790, 2490 meters respectively.397

As in El Hierro, the Master-Cluster algorithm has been applied using bootstrapping (Figure398

5b). This method has been applied, resampling the solution 100 times. As a results, the method399

have located 8 460 earthquakes. From those, the 85% of the IGN catalog, the 86% of the templates400

and 85% of the non used templates (mbLg<1.5). This number is a factor 4 higher than the number401

of registered earthquakes in the IGN catalog for the same period and 10.6 times of the 796 earth-402

quakes used as templates. Master-Cluster have median errors for latitude longitude and depth 14,403

85, 100 meters respectively.404

5 DISCUSSION405

The application of the proposed methodology to the seismic series of El Hierro and Torreperogil406

has significantly increased the number of analyzed earthquakes for both swarms. After consid-407
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Figure 6. Results of the automatic system for the El Hierro IGN catalog events separated in templates

(m≥1.5; left panels) and low magnitude earthquakes not used as templates (m<1.5; right panels). From top

to bottom we show locations by Hypoellipse from manually picked phases (a, b), locations by Hypoellipse

using automatic picked phases (c, d) and locations from Master-Cluster method.
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Figure 7. Results of the automatic system for the Torreperogil IGN catalog events separated in templates

(m≥1.5; left panels) and low magnitude earthquakes not used as templates (m<1.5; right panels). From top

to bottom we show locations by Hypoellipse from manually picked phases (a, b), locations by Hypoellipse

using automatic picked phases (c, d) and locations from Master-Cluster method.
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Table 2. Number of earthquakes for different subsets including the IGN Catalog and New Catalog obtained

with our algorithm for El Hierro and Torreperogil datasets. New Catalog is splitted in Detections (potential

events confirmed), Locations (events from Detections located with Hypoellipse) and Master-Cluster (events

relocated with Master-Cluster). Numbers are given for results on templates (IGN Catalog, m≥1.5), low-

magnitude earthquakes from original catalog (IGN Catalog, m<1.5) and events added to the new catalog

(New Events)

IGN Catalog New Catalog

Data Set Classification Detections Locations Master-Cluster

El Hierro

IGN Catalog (m≥1.5) 3 601 2 939 2 936 2 930

IGN Catalog (m<1.5) 6 377 4 223 4 214 3 999

New Events - 28 138 19 601 14 157

Total 9 978 35 300 26 751 21 086

Torreperogil

IGN Catalog (m≥1.5) 796 752 733 687

IGN Catalog (m<1.5) 1 324 1 170 1 159 1 123

New Events - 9 880 8 116 6 650

Total 2 120 11 802 10 008 8 460

ering 3 601 templates for El Hierro and 796 for Torreperogil, the resulting number of potential408

earthquakes is at least a factor 11 higher than the number of templates.409

The cross-correlation phase picking has allowed us to discriminate between earthquakes and410

false positive detections. In both datasets, the difference between real earthquakes in at least one411

station and false detections is not very significant: in El Hierro 13% of the detections are false412

positives and 2% in Torreperogil. Hence, we consider the calibrations of the detector good enough413

for the automatic algorithm to work without further supervision.414

We have assumed that the templates we have selected from the seismic catalog are representa-415

tive of the activity and reflect all the possible families of earthquakes in these series. Otherwise, it416

remains the possibility that some of the events we have labelled as false positives are earthquakes417

for which there is no template in our catalogues. This situation would be more likely to occur in the418

case of El Hierro crisis, where the waveform of the families is evolving since the seismicity was as-419

sociated with magma migration and a larger number of families are involved (Domı́nguez Cerdeña420

et al. 2014). For this case, a manual review has been made in case it was a systematic error or a421
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family of earthquakes for which there was no record in the selected templates. We have found that422

mostly, the earthquakes that fail to be analyzed are at the end of the series (Fig. 3a). Nevertheless,423

the apparent false detections are a small percentage of the total events. These numbers are reason-424

able ratios, considering the variability of the seismic network (Figs. 2b 1b), the earthquakes with a425

low signal to noise ratio and the limitations of the method itself, especially during the first period426

of the swarms when a low number of stations were available.427

Locations obtained by applying Hypoellipse (Fig. 4a and Fig. 5b) are consistent with the previ-428

ous locations obtained by manual analysis (Fig. 1c and Fig 2c) in both data sets. These solutions are429

consistent with the results shown in previous works (Cantavella et al. 2013; Domı́nguez Cerdeña430

et al. 2014) with similar epicentral distributions, but with larger scatter. This apparent low qual-431

ity of the locations is produced by the large number of earthquakes with lower magnitude picked432

automatically.433

The Master-Cluster event methodology shows a substantial improvement of the earthquake434

locations in El Hierro (Fig. 4b), despite decreasing the number of converging earthquakes by 26%435

with respect to those located with Hypoellipse (Fig. 4a). In the case of Torreperogil, the earth-436

quakes located by Hypoellipse show a similar distribution (Fig. 5a) as the original IGN catalog437

(Fig. 2c) while the Master-Cluster method shows an important improvement in the hypocentral438

location (Fig. 5b), but with larger dispersion than El Hierro solutions. This difference is probably439

related to the different path of the traces, the scenario of El Hierro deals with rays coming from440

a source at 12 km depth recorded at local stations, most of the rays arrive almost vertically in the441

stations and show in most of the cases impulsive P and S arrivals. In Torreperogil, sources are442

shallower and some of the stations used are placed at regional scales, more refracted and reflected443

waves are produced in the upper crust and also rays are more likely to be affected by other phe-444

nomena as scattering. In consequence, seismic phases are more emergent and more difficult to be445

identified. Also, the assignment of phases to an event may be poorly done for stations at large446

distances due to the large width of windows chosen for phase picking by cross-correlation. Addi-447

tionally, the filters used for cross-correlation at stations at local distances respect to the regional448

ones are not optimal for the identification of seismic phases. Finally, the velocity model used for449
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both datasets may increase the uncertainties in the location since it may not be the optimal for450

these areas, especially for stations at local distances, as they may have a worse determination of451

the hypocentre. However, for this work, we have not discussed the ground velocity models appli-452

cable to both areas. Despite the existence of a local velocity model for Torreperogil (Serrano et al.453

2015) it was impossible to apply it with regional and local stations at the same time. There is also454

a 3D model for El Hierro island (Garcı́a-Yeguas et al. 2014), however, the model is not published455

and it is not possible to apply it to HypoDD or Hypoellipse algorithm. Therefore, we have used456

the IGN generic velocity model for the whole Iberian Peninsula or the Canary Islands. A more de-457

tailed ground model for the stations at local distances can give a more detailed model for the local458

distances. Consequently, the possibility of studying the influence of the different earth models on459

the location of the series remains open.460

In order to perform a proper analysis of the capabilities of the method, we have carefully an-461

alyzed the results obtained only for IGN catalog events, including low magnitude earthquakes462

(mbLg<1.5) not used as templates (Figs. 6, 7). In both cases most of the earthquakes were auto-463

matically located even improving the result from the manual catalog. For the case of El Hierro,464

there is a substantial improvement in the locations obtained with Hypoellipse by our automatic465

methodology (Fig. 6d), with respect to the manually analyzed seismicity (Fig. 6b). This is a con-466

sequence of manual picking for low magnitude earthquakes, usually biased due to the low signal-467

to-noise ratio, implying higher residuals due to the difficult to clearly identify the arrival of the468

seismic phases. This result is the most remarkable when it comes to possible implementation in469

real-time systems since these earthquakes are usually the most difficult to manually analyze.470

For the case of Torreperogil we found similar Hypoellipse locations for the low magnitude471

seismicity manually (Fig. 7b) or automatically picked (Fig. 7d). Despite there is not an improve-472

ment in the locations the number of automatic analyzed earthquakes is indeed a major advance.473

The comparison described above for both swarms is independent of the availability of relocated474

templates which may take advantage of reanalyzed events that may not be accessible to the au-475

tomatic method in case of a real time application of the method. For both cases there is a clear476

improvement in the locations when we compare manually picked earthquakes with those obtained477
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by the Master-Cluster method (Figs 6f and 7f) with almost no loss on number of events due to478

missconvergence (Table 2).479

A further test on our methodology is its capability to recover automatically the templates with480

the better possible quality. The results are in both cases very similar as for the low magnitude481

events. In the case of El Hierro there is an important improvement between manually picked (Fig.482

6a) and automatically (Fig. 6c) located events with Hypoellipse. The Master-Cluster result (Fig.483

6e) is remarkable with a similar result as the actual relocated events (Fig. 1d). In the case of484

Torreperogil the result is very similar for manually picked (Fig. 7a) and automatically (Fig. 7c)485

located events with Hypoellipse. The distribution of the seimsicity obtained with Master-Cluster486

(Fig. 7e) shows much more clustering than the manually picked but is not as good result as that487

obtained directly by relocation (Fig. 2d).488

In El Hierro, the phase picking and localization consumes a total of 20 seconds per event,489

while it was 12 seconds for Torreperogil events. The average detection time per hour is 10 seconds490

for both crises. Using an Intel (R) core (TM) i7-8700 CPU 3.200 GHz, 6 cores-12 threads, the491

total elapsed time for El Hierro, 3 months of data in 11 stations have been 84.6 hours, while, in492

Torreperogil, 13 stations with 7 months of data the computer spent 61.2 hours. This time difference493

is explained by the difference in the number of earthquakes detected during the seismic crises.494

Therefore, the automatic method seems to reliably reproduce the manual analysis in a considerably495

shorter time.496

6 CONCLUSIONS497

We have implemented an automatic detection and location method for seismic swarms that im-498

proves the results of manual analysis and can save a large amount of time in any seismological499

observatory. In addition to improved catalog localization, the resulting catalog is greatly expanded,500

which can improve the completeness of the seismic catalog. This is essential to provide more de-501

tailed information on processes, whether they are purely tectonic seismic series or those related to502

volcanic activity, which can produce a substantial improvement in the forecast of volcanic erup-503

tions. This work also presents a new technique for relocalization, Master-Cluster, which takes504
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advantage of two well known techniques, the master event and the double differences. This tech-505

nique may be used in our automatic system to enhance the seismic catalogs, especially when a506

relocated catalog is available.507

By using a small number of earthquakes as characteristic templates of both swarms, we have508

extended the number of earthquakes analysed with short computation times. In El Hierro, with509

3 601 relocalized and manually picked templates, more than 35 000 earthquakes have been con-510

firmed and more than 27 000 earthquakes have been located with Hypoellipse and 22 000 with511

the Master-Cluster method. In Torreperogil, with 796 relocalized and manually picked templates,512

more than 11 800 earthquakes have been confirmed, of which almost 10 000 have been located513

by Hypoellipse and approximately 8 000 by the Master-Cluster method. Both results show less514

scatter in the hypocentral distributions and are able to reproduce more accurately the catalogue515

earthquakes that have not been used as templates.516

Despite is not a purely automatic system, it is still to be analyze the needed number of templates517

to produce a substantial improvement. Moreover, since the templates are the larger earthquakes518

(in our work m≥1.5) this template catalog can be obtained by other automatic methodologies519

which may work well by high SNR events. The only use of the automatic phases obtained from520

the correlation with templates of the original seismic catalog has given an improved new catalog521

with similar or even better location. This fact has been proved by the tests performed with the522

low magnitude events from the original catalog. The application of the Master-Cluster method to523

these results improves substantially the hypocentral locations thanks to the use of a better relocated524

catalog of templates. However, this is not essential to be used in an hypothetical real time automatic525

system, and can be applied at any post-process analysis when a relocated catalog of templates is526

available.527
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